International partnership proposal – PROJECT or partnership
offer/ PARTNERSHIP or project request
TrustPort
CONTACT:
Iva Walterova
International Funding Specialist
Tel. +420 511 205 355 | Mob. +420 725 887 511 | walterova@jic.cz | https://www.jic.cz/en/

Please fill in one profile per Project idea, expertise, innovation offer or request
FIELD

Field to be populated

What are you
looking for

H2020 ICT Project Idea: You have a project idea and you would like to
search for at least one further partner for your consortium.
H2020 ICT Expertise: You have a specific expertise and are willing to
participate in a H2020 project.
Innovation Offer: You have developed something and you are looking for
partners to bring it on the market or simple first customer.

Area of Interest /
Work *

Innovation Request: You have a specific problem/project idea and are
looking for a necessary expertise/solution.
Leadership Enabling and Industrial Technologies
Components and systems
Advanced Computing and Cloud Computing
Future Internet
Content technologies
Robotics
Micro-and nanoeletronics, Photonics
Factory of the Future
Internet of Things
Digital Security
Cross-cutting Key Enabling Technologies
Innovation and Entrepreneurship
SME Instrument - Open Disruptive Innovation
Fast track to innovation
Pre-commercial procurement
International Cooperation actions
Excellent Science
Future and Emerging Technologies
Research infrastuctures: "e-infrastructures"
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Societal Challenges

SC 1 - Advancing active and healthy ageing
SC 1 - Integrated, sustainable, citizen-centred care
SC 1 - Improving health information, data exploitation and proving an
evidence base for health policies and regulation
SC 3 - Energy efficiency
SC 3 - Competitive Low-Carbon Energy
SC 3 - Smart Cities and Communities
SC 4 - Mobility for Growth
SC 4 - Green Vehicles
SC 4 - Mobility for Growth
SC 5 - Waste management
SC 5 - Water management
SC 6 - Reflective societies: cultural heritage and European Identities
SC 6 - ICT in modernising the public sector

SC 7 - Digital Security: Cybersecurity, Privacy and Trust
Title *

Business cooperation

Advantages and
Innovations *

Our product called Threat Intelligence is a unique and differentiated network
security product that uses innovative advanced mathematical algorithms,
machine learning and plug and play characteristics to provide security for midto large-sized companies. TI provides these unique and differentiated features in
a single comprehensive solution at a price that provides value to customers and
significantly boosts their value to price ratio in comparison to other competing
solutions available on the market.

(50-2000
characters)

Description *
(100-4000
characters)

TrustPort is a security solutions developing company from Czech Republic. Our
core employees have 23 years experience in the IT industry. Our mission is to
secure and protect the data and the communications of our customers all around
the globe.
We provide tools to protect against known and unknown threats, for both home
users and large enterprises. Our security solutions are comprehensive products,
which include continuously developed antivirus and encryption technologies,
anti-spam methods and anomaly behavior monitoring AI techniques. We
develop them with the outstanding know how of our experienced analysts and
the newest cutting edge technologies and methods.
We are targeting system integration companies, managed service providers,
distributors and resellers doing enterprise customer and government institution
sales. Current TrustPort reseller channels sell TI to middle-sized companies.
Our target market is any organization ranging from government, educational,
financial, manufacturing, and utilities that need to protect their valuable data
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assets, critical infrastructure, intellectual property, etc.
Additionally, we have commenced marketing discussions with technological
partners and security vendors where the TI product complements the vendor’s
portfolio.
We are seeking a partner (any kind) who can help us accelerate our market
penetration.

Restrict
Dissemination to
specific countries
What type of
partner(s) are you
seeking? *

- System integrators
- Distributors/resellers of security products
- Technological partners

Type and Size of
Partner Sought
Note: Multiple fields
can be selected.

SME 1 - 250
Business entity 251 or more
Inventor
R&D institution
University

Type of
cooperation

Business offer

Attachments

-

Business request
www.trustport.com
www.trustport.com/threat-intelligence
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